
June 2022

Pre Final Acknowledgement 

______ I understand that I am responsible for ensuring my housing unit meets AMH cleanliness standards, 
as detailed in the Housing Handbook and explained in this Pre Final Briefing. 

______ I understand that if after attending the briefing (online or in person) I still wish to have an 
inspector perform an in-home Pre Final inspection I will need to request and schedule the 
appointment. 

______ I understand that AMH will not sign Installation Clearance paperwork until all past due-rent, 
utilities, damages, etc. are paid in full and a satisfactory payment arrangement is made for 
damages found at my Final Inspection. 

______ I understand there are a limited number of inspection time slots available and once established 
there is no guarantee that I will be able to make changes to the date or time of my Final 
Inspection. 

______ I understand that it is my responsibility to ensure I fully and correctly understand the information 
that is presented in the Pre Final briefing and to seek clarification from the AMH staff/inspectors 
as needed. 

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT 
Must be completed by Lessee. 

Resident Name: __________________________________________ Address: _________________________________________ 

Signature:  ________________________________________________ Date: _____________________________________________ 

AMH Final Inspection Date: _______________________________________ 

AMH Use Only 

Optional PreFinal Inspection: _____________ Date: ___________________________ Time: ______________________ 
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